Farmington Public Safety Department

WEEKLY SHIFT REPORT
April 6, 2020 through April 12, 2020
CALL TYPE & QUANTITY
TOTAL CALLS
66

TRAFFIC STOPS
3

MEDICALS
20

FIRE CALLS
3

CRASHES
1

FELONY
0

ARREST TYPE & QUANTITY
OWI

OUID

DWLS

WARRANT

0

0

0

0

SUMMARY OF NOTABLE INCIDENTS

Residential Fire
On April 7th officers and Engine 1 responded to the 22900 block of Hayden St. for a report of a
garage on fire. Upon arrival officers extinguished the garage fire and learned that a nearby tree
had been struck by lightning. Officers further learned that the electricity followed the tree’s
roots to the garage where it electrified the garage, started a fire, and followed the wiring into
the home where it blew the electrical box off of the wall.
Hit and Run Accident
On April 11th a Farmington Hills resident was rear ended in her car while driving in the area of
Nine Mile and Farmington Rd. The suspect vehicle, a 2012 Gold Ford Taurus, fled the scene by
heading west on Nine Mile Rd. Shortly thereafter, Farmington Hills Police took a report of a hit
and run accident involving the same vehicle at Freedom and Drake. Officers located the
suspect vehicle unoccupied at the registered owner’s address at the Chatham Hills Apartment
complex. Officers knocked on the suspect’s door, but he never answered. The case was
submitted to the prosecutor for a warrant for the driver’s arrest.
Animal Bite
On April 12th officers responded to the 20900 block of Larkspur for a report of one dog mauling
another dog. Upon arrival officers learned that the complainant had been walking her dog
down Meadowlark when a dog that lives on Larkspur climbed under the fence and started
attacking the complainant’s dog. The complainant’s dog suffered severe injuries and was
transported to the emergency vet. The owner of the attacking dog was cited for having a
vicious animal and for an unlicensed pet.
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